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The Bolloré Group's fully electric 12-meter Bluebus now 
listed by the Centrale d’Achat du Transport Public 

 
 
 
 
 
On June 3, the Bolloré Group's fully electric 12-meter Bluebus was listed in the catalog of Centrale 

d’Achat du Transport Public (CATP) — the French public transport purchasing agency. The agreement 

was signed for a period of twelve months and may be renewed three times, i.e. for a total duration of 

up to four years. 

 

The Bolloré Group's fully electric 12-meter Bluebus will thus be offered to local authorities for 
urban and intercity passenger transportation. 

 

These fully-electric buses are made in France, more precisely in the Bluebus and Blue Solutions plants at 

Ergué-Gabéric in Brittany. Indeed, the Bolloré Group’s batteries (and cells), as well as its buses, are 

produced on the same industrial site, which means better control of manufacturing and integration 

quality, while also reducing transport-related CO2 emissions. The 12-meter Bluebus has obtained the 

“French Origin Guaranteed” label, for the bus part as well as the battery part. 

 

The 12-meter Bluebus — now listed by CATP, holds up to 109 passengers and has a range of up to 
320 kilometers with its six LMP® batteries (Lithium Metal Polymer). 
 
 
About Bluebus  
 
Bluebus is a French manufacturer of fully electric 6-meter and 12-meter buses. The Bolloré Group’s electric buses are 
produced in the ISO 9001 certified Bluebus plants of Quimper, and bear the “French Origin Guaranteed” label. The 

buses are equipped with LMP® (Lithium Metal Polymer) batteries, fully produced in Quimper, in the Group’s Blue 

Solutions plants, which also hold the “French Origin Guaranteed” label. This battery, unique in the world, contains no 
solvent, no cobalt, and no rare earths. Offering a clean and silent solution for urban and suburban public transport, the 
Bluebus range responds to current environmental challenges while combining high technology, design and 
performance. With over 300 Bluebuses currently in operation around the world, Bluebus provides a response to the 
changing mobility needs of today’s and tomorrow’s cities.  
 
For further information: www.bluebus.fr   
 
Bluebus press contact: Sandrine Pillault + 33 7 77 79 77 19 / sandrine.pillault@blue-solutions.com  
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